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ABSTRACT
Long-duration, spectrally soft gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are associated with Type Ic core
collapse (CC) supernovae (SNe), and thus arise from the death of massive stars. In the collapsar
model, the jet launched by the central engine must bore its way out of the progenitor star before
it can produce a GRB. Most of these jets do not break out, and are instead ‘choked’ inside the
star, as the central engine activity time, te, is not long enough. Modelling the long-soft GRB
duration distribution assuming a power-law distribution for their central engine activity times,
∝ t−α

e for te > tb, we find a steep distribution (α ∼ 4) and a typical GRB jet breakout time
of tb ∼ 60s in the star’s frame. The latter suggests the presence of a low-density, extended
envelope surrounding the progenitor star, similar to that previously inferred for low-luminosity
GRBs. Extrapolating the range of validity of this power law below what is directly observable,
to te < tb, by only a factor of ∼4–5 produces enough events to account for all Type Ib/c SNe.
Such extrapolation is necessary to avoid fine-tuning the distribution of central engine activity
times with the breakout time, which are presumably unrelated. We speculate that central
engines launching relativistic jets may operate in all Type Ib/c SNe. In this case, the existence
of a common central engine would imply that (i) the jet may significantly contribute to the
energy of the SN; (ii) various observational signatures, like the asphericity of the explosion,
could be directly related to jet’s interaction with the star.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are the most luminous explosions in the
Universe. They are divided into two classes according to the duration
and spectral hardness of their prompt gamma-ray emission (Kouve-
liotou et al. 1993): (i) long-duration (�2 s) soft-spectrum GRBs (e.g.
Woosley & Bloom 2006; Kumar & Zhang 2015). These are found
in star-forming regions and are associated with broad-lined Type Ic
supernovae, implying a massive star progenitor, which is most likely
low-metallicity and rapidly rotating near this cataclysmic end of its
life, and lives in a gas-rich environment not far from its birthplace;
(ii) short-duration (�2 s) hard-spectrum GRBs (e.g. Nakar 2007).
These are thought to arise from the merger of a binary neutron star
system (or a neutron star and a stellar-mass black hole) that emits
gravitational waves as it inspirals and coalesces, producing a central
engine driven jet. Such systems live in low-density environments,
possibly after experiencing a prior supernova kick that pushed them
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into the outskirts of their host galaxies. A third subclass, whose im-
portance was realized only relatively recently (Campana et al. 2006;
Soderberg et al. 2006; Bromberg, Nakar & Piran 2011a; Nakar &
Sari 2012), involves low-luminosity GRBs (llGRBs), whose over-
all isotropic equivalent radiated energy is Eγ ,iso � 1049 erg. These
also typically have a smooth, single-peaked light curve, and a νFν

spectrum that typically peaks at a lower than average photon en-
ergy (usually Ep � 100 keV). Although they are rarely observed
because of their low luminosity, they are more numerous than regu-
lar long GRBs in terms of rate per unit volume, and they most likely
do not arise from the same emission mechanism (e.g. Bromberg
et al. 2011a; Nakar & Sari 2012).

In order to produce a long-soft GRB [class (i) above], the cen-
tral engine must drive a strong relativistic jet that bores its way
through the stellar envelope and produces the GRB well outside
of the progenitor star. The model providing the theoretical frame-
work to interpret the SN-GRB association is known as the collap-
sar model (MacFadyen & Woosley 1999; MacFadyen, Woosley &
Heger 2001). According to this model, following the core collapse
(CC) of a massive star, a bipolar jet is launched from the centre of the
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star. The central engine could involve either a jet launched through
rapid accretion on to a newly formed black hole, or an MHD outflow
from a newly formed rapidly rotating, highly magnetized neutron
star (millisecond magnetar). In both cases, the outflow is collimated
into a narrow bipolar jet due to its interaction with the stellar enve-
lope. The jet drills through the stellar envelope and breaks out of
the surface before producing the observed gamma-rays.

Bromberg et al. (2012) have shown that such a ‘jet in a star’
scenario naturally predicts the existence of a plateau in the GRB
duration distribution. After correcting for cosmological time dila-
tion, the upper end of this plateau (which they found to be at ∼10 s)
is in good agreement with the expected breakout time from a com-
pact progenitor star (∼10–15 s for a hydrodynamic jet; Bromberg
et al. 2011b; Bromberg, Granot & Piran 2015). However, as already
noted by Bromberg et al. (2012), the end of the plateau provides
only a lower limit to the true breakout time. This motivates a new
analysis, which includes a fit to the full expected functional form
of the GRB duration distribution, and can determine the breakout
time rather than only set a lower bound on it.

On the other hand, the mechanism driving the explosion of CC
SNe is still unclear. The most popular neutrino-driven scenario
(Bethe & Wilson 1985) faces several difficulties to reproduce the
observed events (see e.g. Papish, Nordhaus & Soker 2015). In-
terestingly, several authors (e.g. Khokhlov et al. 1999; Maeda &
Nomoto 2003; Couch, Wheeler & Milosavljević 2009) found that
these explosions could potentially be powered by Newtonian, su-
personic jets as well.

Since both types of events – long-soft GRBs and CC SNe –
are associated with the death of massive stars, it is natural to ask
whether or how often ordinary CC SNe also possess a central engine
launching a jet, similar to that operating in long-soft GRBs. To
answer this question, we use the simplest phenomenological model
for the central engine activity times that reproduces the observed
duration distribution of long-soft GRBs; fitting the GRB duration
distribution through this model results in a breakout time of ∼60 s
in the rest frame of the star, which is unusually long for a compact
progenitor. We then compare (i) direct estimates of observed rates of
long-soft GRBs, RGRB, with (ii) estimates of RGRB derived from the
observed rate of CC SNe of Type Ib/c. Coupling these results with
our phenomenological model, we obtain constraints on the fraction
of SNe Ib/c that harbour central engines launching a jet, and show
that this fraction may be consistent with unity.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the
most relevant aspects of the collapsar model and presents our simple
phenomenological model for the duration distribution of central
engine activity times and the associated fit to the overall GRB
duration distribution. In Section 3 constraints are derived on the
fraction of ordinary SNe Ib/c that harbour a central engine similar to
that of long-soft GRBs. Section 4 discusses the implications of these
results for (i) the dynamics and the geometry of CC SNe explosions,
under the hypothesis that a significant fraction of them has a central
engine launching a jet; (ii) the structure of the progenitor star of
long-soft GRBs, as implied by the long breakout time that we are
finding. Finally, Section 5 summarizes our conclusions.

2 TH E C O L L A P S A R M O D E L FO R L O N G G R B S

2.1 Definition of the model

We denote the duration of the central engine jet-launching activity
by te, and the minimal te required for the jet to break out of the stellar
envelope by tb. The energy ejected during the interval 0 < t < tb

is dissipated at the head of the jet while it propagates inside the
progenitor star. The jet drives a shock into the stellar material that
heats it up, pushing it aside and inflating a high-pressure cocoon that
helps collimate the jet itself. If the central source does not remain
active for a sufficiently long time, te < tb, then most of the jet energy
is dissipated at its head while still well inside its progenitor star. In
this case, the jet is choked and fails to make it out of the star, and its
energy can only contribute to the associated supernova explosion.
In the borderline case, when te is only slightly less than tb, the jet
can put at most a modest amount of energy into a mildly relativistic
outflow.

On the other hand, if the central engine is active for long enough,
te > tb, the jet can make it out of the progenitor star. Once the jet’s
head breaks out of the stellar envelope it quickly accelerates and
the jet material that is subsequently (i.e. at tb < t < te) ejected can
reach ultrarelativistic Lorentz factors and form a GRB, powering the
observed prompt gamma-ray emission. The duration of the resulting
prompt gamma-ray emission, tγ , is expected to be similar to the
post-breakout jet launching time, tγ = te − tb. Times denoted here
with a lower case t are measured in the rest frame of the GRB central
engine, while the observed GRB duration, Tγ = (1 + z)tγ (where
z is the GRB’s redshift), is longer by a factor (1 + z) that accounts
for cosmological time dilation.

Therefore, following Bromberg et al. (2012), we assume that
the probability distribution of GRB durations, pγ , is related to the
probability distribution of intrinsic engine activity times pe by

pγ

(
tγ |tb, z

)
dtγ ∝ pe

(
tb + tγ |tb, z

)
dtγ , (1)

where both pγ and pe can in principle depend on tb and z. As
probability distributions they are normalized to unity:∫ ∞

0
pγ

(
tγ |tb, z

)
dtγ =

∫ ∞

0
pe (te|tb, z) dte = 1. (2)

For a given tb and z, the fraction fout(tb,z) of GRB jets launched by
the central engine that make it out of the star is

fout(tb, z) =
∫ ∞

tb

pe (te|tb, z) dte, (3)

which also provides the relative normalization for equation (1),

pγ

(
tγ |tb, z

)
dtγ = pe

(
tb + tγ |tb, z

)
dtγ

fout(tb, z)
. (4)

Introducing the distribution of jet breakout times at a given redshift
pb(tb|z) we can write

fout(z) =
∫ ∞

0
pb (tb|z) fout(tb, z)dtb. (5)

Using the GRB redshift distribution, pz(z), we can finally obtain the
total fraction of jets that make it out of the star:

fout =
∫ ∞

0
pz(z)dzfout(z),

=
∫ ∞

0
pz(z)dz

∫ ∞

0
pb (tb|z) dtb

∫ ∞

tb

pe (te|tb, z) dte. (6)

The predicted long-soft GRB duration distribution is given by

Pγ (Tγ ) =
∫ ∞

0

pz(z)dz

1 + z
,

∫ ∞

0
pb (tb|z) dtbpγ

(
tγ = Tγ

1 + z
| tb, z

)

=
∫ ∞

0

pz(z)dz

1 + z

∫ ∞

0
pb (tb|z) dtb

pe

(
te = tb + Tγ

1+z
| tb, z

)
fout(tb, z)

.

(7)
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We now make the following simplifying assumptions:

(i) The GRB redshift distribution is a delta function at a typical
redshift ẑ,

pz (z) = δ (z − ẑ) . (8)

(ii) The breakout time distribution is independent of redshift and
is a delta function corresponding to a single breakout time t̂b in the
rest frame of the star,

pb(tb|z) = δ
(
tb − t̂b

)
. (9)

(iii) We ignore the possible dependence of pe on tb and z, i.e.

pe (te|tb, z) = pe (te) . (10)

Assumption (i) follows Bromberg et al. (2012) and is motivated
by the fact that the observed GRB redshift distribution, pz(z), is
rather involved and the selection function depends on the details
of the detector such as its sensitivity, energy range and trigger al-
gorithms, which vary between GRB samples from different instru-
ments. As discussed in Section 2.3, results are largely unchanged if
one relaxes this assumption using the GRB subsample with an exact
redshift determination. Assumptions (ii) and (iii) are equivalent to
neglecting any possible correlation between t̂b and z, and te and tb,
respectively. In the absence of a better theoretical understanding of
the underlying physics and/or an improved data statistics, we have
found these to be the most reasonable assumptions.

Under these approximations,

fout =
∫ ∞

t̂b

pe (te) dte, (11)

Pγ (Tγ ) =
pγ

(
tγ = Tγ

1+ẑ

)
1 + ẑ

=
pe

(
te = t̂b + Tγ

1+ẑ

)
(1 + ẑ)fout

. (12)

Note that for Tγ � (1 + ẑ) t̂b we have Pγ

(
Tγ

) ≈ pe

(
t̂b

)
/(1 +

ẑ)fout(t̂b, ẑ), which is independent of Tγ ; Pγ therefore flattens ac-
cording to observations (see also Bromberg et al. 2012).

For Tγ � (1 + ẑ) t̂b, we have pe(te) ∝ pγ (tγ = te) so that the
observations in this regime directly reflect the functional form of
pe(te).1 Since the observed duration distribution of long-soft GRBs
is consistent with a power law at the longest durations (well above
the end of the plateau, which is identified with the breakout time;
Bromberg et al. 2012), this suggest that the simplest possible pe

consistent with observations is a power law above some tmin:

pe (te) =
{

α−1
tmin

(
te

tmin

)−α

for te ≥ tmin,

0 for te < tmin.
(13)

Substitution of equation (13) into equation (11) gives

fout =
(

tmin

t̂b

)α−1

. (14)

1 More generally, equation (7) includes also the effects of distributions in
z and tb (pz and pb, respectively). However, the typical fractional width of
1 + z is σ 1 + z/〈1 + z〉 ∼ 1, so that a comparable or smaller width for pb(tb)
would result mainly in a moderate smoothing of the break in Pγ (Tγ ) near
T̂b, but would not change the asymptotic power-law index α. Since α is
sampled through Pγ (Tγ ) over a finite range in Tγ , this can still have some
effect on its inferred value of α, but as discussed in Section 2.3 for pz(z) this
effect is not very large.

Defining T̂b = (1 + ẑ)t̂b, using the relation te = tb + tγ , and substi-
tuting equations (13) and (14) into equation (12), we obtain

pγ

(
tγ

) = α − 1

t̂b

(
1 + tγ

t̂b

)−α

, Pγ

(
Tγ

) = α − 1

T̂b

(
1 + Tγ

T̂b

)−α

.

(15)

This functional form has the minimum number of parameters nec-
essary to reproduce the properties of the observed duration distribu-
tion: (i) the power-law index, α; (ii) the plateau, which is associated
with the properties of the progenitor star through t̂b. In particular,
note that Pγ is independent of tmin.

2.2 Fitting the observed GRB time distribution

From now on we consider the GRBs detected by Swift,2 and use
a fiducial redshift of ẑ = 2, which is the average redshift of the
GRB sample we are considering. Fig. 1 shows the normalized ob-
served duration distribution of the entire Swift GRB sample up to
16 May 2017, which contains 1130 GRBs. The observed GRB
duration Tγ is taken to be T90, i.e. the interval over which the cen-
tral 90 per cent of the photons from the GRB are detected. Note
that since we are using a probability per unit time (i.e. duration),
Pγ (Tγ ) ∝ dNGRB/dTγ , this is different from the usual representa-
tion, dNGRB/dlog (Tγ ) = Tγ (dNGRB/dTγ ). The plateau predicted by
the collapsar model extends for more than an order of magnitude,
in the range Tγ ∼ 1–20s.

It is well known that at short durations the GRB distribution is
dominated by non-collapsar objects, which do not originate from
the collapse of a massive star, but are generally believed to arise
from the coalescence of a compact binary system (e.g. Nakar 2007).
Accounting for this different type or class of GRBs and separating
their relative contribution from that associated with CC GRBs is
a delicate matter. We approach this problem by phenomenologi-
cally modelling the duration distribution of non-collapsars using
a lognormal distribution (black dotted line in Fig. 1).3 We use a
maximum-likelihood method to constrain parameters for both short
and long GRBs simultaneously. Given the high dimensionality of
the parameters space involved, we used a Markov-Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) method to explore it. Details of this fitting method
are described in Appendix A. Here, we provide only the best-fitting
values (and the associated 1σ confidence intervals) for the parame-
ters of the collapsar-GRBs duration distribution (black, dashed line
in Fig. 1):

α = 4.2+0.6
−0.5, T̂b = 170+40

−30 s. (16)

Fig. 1 also shows the corresponding central engine activity time
power-law distribution, pe. Since here times are in the observer’s
frame, we have taken equation (13) with te → (1 + ẑ) te and tmin →
(1 + ẑ) tmin. We have furthermore rescaled pe by a factor f −1

out to show
more clearly the correspondence with pγ in the regime te � t̂b.

Our fit implies a breakout time that is significantly longer than
the end of the plateau in the GRB duration distribution (see the
right, blue dashed vertical line in Fig. 1). Note that the end of the

2 http://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/archive/grb_table/
3 Our conclusions rely on the values of α and T̂b, which depend on the shape
of the GRB time distribution at relatively long durations, Tγ � T̂b ∼ 170 s.
Since at these durations the non-collapsar contribution is expected to be
negligible, we do not expect the results of this paper to change if one uses a
functional form different than a lognormal to model the time distribution of
non-collapsar GRBs.
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Figure 1. Normalized observed duration distribution of the entire Swift GRB sample. The solid line corresponds to our best fit, while the black dashed (dotted)
lines show the separate contributions of collapsar (non-collapsar) objects. The blue, vertical line marks the breakout time. The binning of the data and the
corresponding Poissonian error bars help visualization, but have not been used for the fit (see Appendix A for details). We also show the assumed power-law
distribution pe (equation 13), suitably rescaled by a factor f −1

out . The blue, dashed component corresponds to durations longer than T̂b, i.e. to jets breaking
out from the host star and powering the GRB prompt gamma-ray emission. The red, dotted component is extrapolated down to Tmin = (1 + ẑ) tmin ∼ 40 s
and shows the case where all Type Ib/c SNe have a central engine launching a relativistic jet; for more details on this point we refer to equation (23) and the
corresponding discussion.

plateau was used as an estimate of tb by previous works, but instead
provides only a lower limit. The reason is that the GRB duration
distribution is very steep at the longest durations (with α ∼ 4.2,
following pe ∝ t−α

e ), and our equation (15) predicts that the duration
distribution is already suppressed relative to the plateau by a factor
2−α ∼ 0.05, i.e. by over an order of magnitude, at Tγ = T̂b.

For our fiducial ẑ ∼ 2, our results correspond to a breakout time
in the rest frame of the star of t̂b ∼ 60 s. Theoretical predictions
for cold, hydrodynamic jets generally yield lower values, of the
order of t̂b ∼ 10–15 s (e.g. Bromberg et al. 2011b, 2015). This
tension indicates that some properties of the stellar structure may
be different than what is usually assumed. We will return on this
point in Section 4.2, where we show that the reason for such a
large tb could be a low-density, extended envelope surrounding the
progenitors of long-soft GRBs.

2.3 How robust are our results?

2.3.1 Redshift distribution, pz(z)

We have performed some further tests to verify the robustness of
our results. First, we test our approximation that ẑ = 2 for all GRBs
in the entire Swift sample, containing 1130 GRBs, which we have
used in the fit shown in Fig. 1. To simplify the analysis, we have
assumed that this is valid even for GRBs with a measured redshift.
Do the results change by taking into account the GRBs redshift in-
formation? To test this, we have performed two additional analyses.
In these we have

Analysis A: (i) Selected the subsample of Swift GRBs with a
known redshift (340 out of 1130 GRBs); (ii) derived the correspond-
ing intrinsic duration distribution pγ (tγ ), where tγ = Tγ /(1 + z) is
measured in the rest frame of the star; (iii) fitted pγ to find t̂b and α.

Selecting GRBs with a known redshift reduces the available sam-
ple by 70 per cent on average, and by 90 per cent for GRBs with
Tγ < 1s, which typically have a lower luminosity. Since informa-
tion on the duration distribution of the non-collapsars objects is
almost completely lost, we simply use equation (15) as a fitting
formula (i.e. neglect the small non-collapsar contribution). It would
be unreliable to constrain the three additional parameters related
to the non-collapsar GRB duration distribution (i.e. fnc, μ and σ ;
see Appendix A) on the basis of ∼10 events. We find α = 3.7+1.1

−0.6

and t̂b = 54+29
−15 s, consistent with the results found above using the

entire Swift sample.
Analysis B: (i) taken the observed duration distribution, Pγ (Tγ ),

of the entire Swift sample and derived the corresponding pγ (tγ )
using tγ = Tγ /(1 + z). When the GRB’s redshift z is not known,
we assign a probability distribution pz(z) equal to the observed
Swift GRB redshift distribution (i.e. a discrete distribution with
equal probability for each of the 340 measured redshift values);
(ii) fit the resulting pγ (tγ ), which takes into account the redshift as
implied by the de-convolution. In this case, we find α = 3.5+0.6

−0.3 and
t̂b = 46+17

−7 s, which again is consistent with the previous results.
This method has the advantage to exploit both (i) the entire GRB
sample and (ii) the redshift information. However, all the possible
correlations between tγ and z are lost; this is particularly relevant
for non-collapsars that are typically detected at lower redshifts.

We finally note that, regardless of the GRB sample considered, (i)
the best-fitting value for the breakout time, t̂b � 45 s, is a factor �3–
5 larger than the usual result for compact progenitors, tb ∼ 10–15
s; (ii) the duration distribution of the central engines is quite steep,
consistent with a power-law index α � 3.5. Moreover, all the result
presented in the following remain consistent within uncertainties
with the fiducial ones if one changes the GRB sample and/or the
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fitting method; hence, our conclusions are largely unaffected by this
issue.

2.3.2 Central engine activity time distribution, pe(te)

Secondly, we have examined our assumption regarding the func-
tional form of pe(te), equation (13). Indeed, while at te � t̂b
equation (13) is well constrained by observations, at te < t̂b
the functional form of the central engine activity time distri-
bution does not affect the predicted GRB duration distribution,
Pγ (Tγ ). In the absence of further information and in order to
avoid introducing additional parameters, we found it most rea-
sonable to simply extend the observationally constrained func-
tional form also to the regime where pe(te) cannot be directly
probed.

In general, the observed flattening of Pγ (Tγ ) at short Tγ may be
obtained by one of the following two reasons or by a combination
of the two: (i) the imprint of the breakout time, t̂b, which we have
discussed above; (ii) an intrinsic flattening of pe(te) at te � t̂e. It is
important to note that t̂e depends on the properties of the stellar
core, which has a typical radius of ∼108cm, while t̂b depends on
the surrounding envelope, which extends out to �1011 cm. Since
the properties of the core and of the envelope are expected to be
weakly coupled (e.g. Crowther 2007), the most reasonable a priori
assumption is that these time-scales are unrelated, i.e. t̂e � t̂b. One
possibility, for example, is that t̂e ∼ tff � t̂b, where tff ∼ 0.02–2 s
is the free-fall time of the stellar iron core; this value of tff corre-
sponds to core densities of ∼106–1010 g cm−3 (see e.g. Janka 2012;
Burrows 2013).

We now discuss the possible deviations of pe from a power law. A
useful example is if pe(te) has the exact functional form as pγ (tγ ) in
equation (15) with tγ → te and t̂b → t̂e. According to equations (11)
and (12), this would imply a predicted duration distribution pγ (tγ )
and Pγ (Tγ ) with the exact functional for as in equation (15) only
with the substitution t̂b → t̂b + t̂e and T̂b → T̂b + T̂e, respectively,
where T̂e = (1 + ẑ)t̂e. Since it has the exact functional form that
we have used in our fit, we know that it provides a good fit to the
data. In this case, our results imply that t̂b + t̂e ∼ 60 s, which leads
to one of the following options: (i) t̂e � t̂b ∼ 60 s, and t̂e plays a
role very similar to tmin in our model, only with a more moderate
break at the shortest te ∼ t̂e; (ii) t̂b � t̂e ∼ 60 s, in which case the
break in Pγ (Tγ ) is primarily caused by an intrinsic break in pe(te).
However, a typical engine activity time of t̂e ∼ 60 s appears hard
to achieve for long-soft GRB progenitor stars, and there is also no
a priori reason why pe(te) should be flat below such a break; this
would require an extra free parameter (the power-law index below
the break) compared to the single power law that we have con-
sidered. A third possibility is that (iii) t̂e ∼ t̂b ∼ 30 s, which would
require a fine-tuning of presumably unrelated parameters, and there-
fore seems unlikely given our current understanding of the relevant
physics.

One could also try to model pe using a lognormal distribution,
pe(te) ∝ exp [ − (ln (te) − μ)2/2σ 2]/te, where μ ≡ ln

(
t̂e
)
. Of

course, this choice for pe involves one additional parameter, which
is hard to constrain from the data. One can therefore e.g. fix t̂e before
making the fit in order to reduce the number of free parameters. As-
suming that t̂e ∼ tff � 2 s, pe indeed deviates by �30 per cent from
a power law when te > t̂b (within the observed range of GRB dura-
tions te ∼ tγ � 300 s), and the results of the fit are not significantly
affected.

In other words, taking a power law for pe(te) means assuming
that it does not have an associated time-scale t̂e near t̂b, which
would require undesirable fine-tuning. Avoiding such a fine-tuning
is ultimately equivalent to assuming that pe follows equation (13)
with tmin � t̂b.

3 C O N S T R A I N T S O N T H E C E N T R A L E N G I N E

3.1 Fraction of Type Ib/c SNe with a long-lived, anisotropic
energy injection

We are particularly interested in constraining the fraction fjet of SNe
Ib/c that possess a central engine launching a jet. For this purpose
we shall compare:

(i) the observed rate of GRBs of the long-soft class4 at the typical
redshift ẑ = 2, RGRB(ẑ);

(ii) the observed rate of SNe Ib/c at the same typical redshift,
RIbc(ẑ).

The ratio of these rates provides an estimate of the fraction of
CC SNe with a central engine launching a jet that (i) manages
to break out of the star and (ii) points in the direction of the
Earth.

The rate of CC SNe at the relevant ẑ ∼ 2 is RCC (ẑ) ∼ 3 ×
105 Gpc−3 yr−1 (Strolger et al. 2015; see also Dahlen et al. 2004;
Graur et al. 2011; Dahlen et al. 2012; Melinder et al. 2012;
Cappellaro et al. 2015; Petrushevska et al. 2016). The fraction of
CC SNe that belong to the Ib/c class is found to be fIbc ∼ 0.4 at
a mean redshift z ∼ 0.25 by Cappellaro et al. (2015); combining
with local estimates (e.g. Boissier & Prantzos 2009; Li et al. 2011),
they concluded there is currently no evidence for fIbc evolving with
redshift. Hence, we estimate the rate of SNe Ib/c at the redshift at
the typical redshift z ∼ 2 to be

RIbc (ẑ) = fIbcRCC (ẑ) ∼ 1.2 × 105 Gpc−3 yr−1. (17)

Unfortunately, there seems to be no measurements of fIbc at higher
redshifts at the time of writing. However, even in the extreme case
of fIbc = 1, our main conclusions do not change significantly; we
refer for more details to Appendix B, where we discuss the possible
extension to the entire family of CC SNe.

To calculate the estimated rate of GRBs, we have to account for (i)
the fraction fjet of SNe Ib/c that do have a jet; (ii) the fraction fout of
jets that make it out of the star; (iii) the beaming factor, fb, to find the
fraction of jets pointing in the general direction of the Earth that are
hence observable as GRBs (at least out to some redshift that depends
on their luminosity and the detector’s sensitivity). We assume a
typical beaming factor of fb ∼ 10−2, corresponding to an opening
half-angle θ jet ∼ 8◦ for a double-sided jet (e.g. Frail et al. 2001;
Bloom, Frail & Kulkarni 2003; Guetta, Piran & Waxman 2005;
Friedman & Bloom 2005; Le & Dermer 2007). Using equation (17),
we finally obtain

RGRB(ẑ) = fjetfoutfbRIbc(ẑ) ∼ 1.2 × 103fjetfoutfb,−2 Gpc−3 yr−1,

(18)

where fb, −2 = fb/102.

4 Here, we refer to GRBs that originate from the collapse of a massive star,
which are known to be associated with SNe Ib/c.
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The observed rate of long GRBs as a function of redshift is well
fitted by a broken power law; the corresponding rate at the relevant
ẑ = 2 is given by Wanderman & Piran (2010)5 as

RGRB(ẑ) ∼ 10 Gpc−3 yr−1. (19)

Comparing equations (18) with (19), we can constrain the unknown
parameters:

fjetfout ∼ 8 × 10−3f −1
b,−2. (20)

This estimate for fjetfout depends on the redshift through the ra-
tio fIbcRCC(z)/RGRB(z). Current observations are consistent with a
common redshift evolution of RCC(z) and RGRB(z) at z � 4 (e.g.
Robertson & Ellis 2012), where most of the GRBs are observed.
In particular, note that the ratio of the beaming-corrected GRB vol-
umetric rate to the CC SN volumetric rate is comparable with the
local one (for z ∼ 0 rates, see Guetta & Della Valle 2007). Hence,
any possible redshift dependence would come from the factor fIbc;
however, as discussed above, this factor has a small impact on our
conclusions.

Since fout ≤ 1, equation (20) strictly implies that

0.01 � fjet � 1. (21)

Note that the constraints in equation (21) are independent of any
assumption on pe and only rely on considerations of general char-
acter.

3.2 Minimal activity time of the central engine

In our phenomenological model, the lowest limit fjet ∼ 0.01 would
correspond to the extreme case when the distribution of the central
engine activity times, pe ∝ t−α

e , is truncated at tmin = t̂b, which as
noted above corresponds to an undesirable fine-tuning. It is therefore
natural to ask where pe should be truncated for different values of
fjet.

At times larger than t̂b, the time distribution of the central engines
is consistent with a power-law profile, with a very steep index
α ∼ 4.2. Extending the range of validity of this approximation
down to tmin and combining equation (14) with equation (20), we
find

fjet = 8 × 10−3

(
r

fb,−2

) (
t̂b

tmin

)α−1

, (22)

where the spread of r ≡ RCCRGRB/3 × 106 Gpc−6 yr−2 parametrizes
our uncertainty on the rates. At z ∼ 2, we have δlog10(RCC) ∼ 0.3
(Strolger et al. 2015) and δlog10(RGRB) ∼ 0.3 (Wanderman &
Piran 2010). We also consider the additional uncertainty due
to the beaming factor, δlog10(fb, −2) ∼ 0.4 (Liang et al. 2008;
Racusin et al. 2009; Goldstein et al. 2016). Hence, we end up
with δlog10(r/fb, −2) ∼ 0.6. Solving equation (22) for tmin/t̂b, one
can easily see that

tmin

t̂b
=

(
0.008 r

fjetfb,−2

) 1
α−1

= 0.22+0.14
−0.08 × f

−1/(α−1)
jet , (23)

5 Wanderman & Piran (2010) considered a sample of bursts with L > 1050

erg s−1 and tγ > 2 s. To infer the rate of collapsar GRBs one should consider
(i) the fraction of contaminating non-collapsar objects (∼20 per cent); (ii)
the fraction of missing collapsar GRBs, those shorter than 2s (∼40 per cent;
see Bromberg et al. 2013). The two effects tend to compensate, and the
correction is well within uncertainties.

where the numerical value is for α = 4.2+0.6
−0.5 and

δlog10(r/fb, −2) = 0.6. Since fjet ≤ 1, this implies tmin �
13 s, which is an interesting result. The value of tmin corresponding
to fjet = 1, tmin ∼ 13 s (accounting for cosmological time dilation,
Tmin = (1 + ẑ)tmin, with ẑ = 2), is shown by the left, red vertical
line in Fig. 1.

Hence, if pe extends by a relatively small factor of ∼5 below t̂b
(i.e. down to tmin ∼ 0.2 × t̂b), the number of central engines launch-
ing a jet would be comparable to that of all Type Ib/c SNe. Moreover,
even a moderate fjet = 0.1 requires an increasing fine-tuning of the
parameters, tmin/t̂b = 0.45+0.26

−0.16; according to considerations on the
relative rates discussed in Section 5, this would correspond to the
regime in which only llGRBs and long GRBs have central engines
launching a jet.

The collapsar model for long-soft GRBs may therefore be consis-
tent with fjet ∼ 1 (and therefore fout ∼ 10−2), i.e. with most SNe Ib/c
having a jet-launching central engine. Such a scenario is also sup-
ported by (i) the increasing number of transition objects detected be-
tween regular Type Ib/c SNe and long-soft GRBs, including llGRBs
and relativistic SNe (e.g. Margutti et al. 2014); (ii) the energy dis-
tribution of the ejecta of CC SNe (Piran et al. 2017); (iii) the mor-
phology of CC SN remnants (Bear, Grichener & Soker 2017). We
will discuss in more detail the implications of this possibility in
Section 4.1.

4 D I SCUSSI ON

4.1 Implications for Type Ib/c SNe explosions

According to the interpretation adopted here for the duration dis-
tribution of GRBs, the vast majority of central engines launching
relativistic jets are active over times te < tb and their jets do not
break out from the stellar envelope. However, these choked jets
could have an important impact on the properties of the Type Ib/c
SNe explosions (e.g. their energetics, asphericity, nucleosynthesis,
light curves). Moreover, if fjet ∼ 1, such an impact would be rele-
vant for all Type Ib/c SNe. We now explore the implications of this
possibility.

The total amount of energy released in the jets of long GRBs
spans ∼3 orders of magnitude, Ejet ∼ 1049–1052 erg (e.g. Kumar &
Zhang 2015 and references therein). Interestingly, this is compara-
ble with both (i) the typical energy of CC SNe ejecta, ESN ∼ 1050–
1052 erg (e.g. Burrows 2013); (ii) the binding energy of the envelope
around the iron core in pre-SN stars, Ub ∼ (0.1–2.5) × 1051erg (de-
pending on the initial mass and the metallicity; e.g. Woosley, Heger
& Weaver 2002).6

Generally, the jet’s energy is channeled into the cocoon that can
also contribute to the SN explosion energy while its head is still
inside the star (at t < tb), and into the relativistic ejecta that can
power the GRB once they break out of the star (at t > tb). If the

6 An additional issue arises from the fact that Ejet is measured for engines
with typical durations te � tb, while here we are mainly interested in jets
that do not break out of the star. To derive the typical energy of these jets,
one could extrapolate the positive correlations between the duration and the
luminosity/energy of the GRBs. However, these correlations have a large
scatter (∼2 orders of magnitude), and the most relevant duration/energy
correlation is less clear (see for example Hou et al. 2013). Moreover, one
should also consider the beaming (if known) and exclude non-collapsar ob-
jects, introducing additional uncertainties and reducing the available sample
further. Hence, given such uncertainties, in the following we are not trying
to be more quantitative on this point.
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jet fails to break out (te < tb) then most of its energy is deposited
into the stellar envelope, and can more effectively help to unbind
it, contributing to the kinetic energy of the SN explosion. The jet’s
contribution towards the SN explosion energy is therefore

	ESN,jet ∼ Ljet min(te, tb) ≈ Ejet min(1, tb/te). (24)

If Ljette increases with te, the longest living engines (corresponding
to te ∼ tb) likely inject more energy into the SN explosion compared
to those with te � tb. This is consistent with the fact that SNe
associated with GRBs are more energetic than average. In fact, as
long as te � 2 × tb, the majority of the jet’s energy goes into the
cocoon and/or towards the SN explosion. Since only 10 per cent of
the long-soft GRBs lasts for Tγ > Tb ∼ 170 s, this is the most
common case also for successful GRBs.

This contribution to the SN explosion (i.e. 	ESN,jet) could make
the difference between a successful and a failed explosion, or
even become the dominant channel. In this case, one would need
	ESN, jet ∼ Ub + ESN, a possibility that cannot be excluded a priori
(the required 	ESN, jet is lower if the energy is shared with only
some fraction of the envelope in a strongly asymmetric SN).

The fact that a jet which fails to break out can still contribute
to the explosion of a CC SN is particularly interesting given that
the most popular explosion mechanism faces several difficulties.
In this scenario, neutrinos coming from the hot, inner core are ab-
sorbed by the outer layers of the star; neutrino heating establishes a
sufficient pressure gradient that is sufficient to push part of the enve-
lope outwards, eventually driving the observed explosions (Bethe &
Wilson 1985). However, this requires a fraction ∼0.1 per cent of the
neutrino energy to be reabsorbed by the outer layers of the star, and
it is not completely understood how this can be achieved in practice.
Though simulations of this process have made significant progress,
the possibility for neutrinos to drive the explosion of CC SNe (and,
in particular, of the most energetic ones) is still controversial (for
recent reviews see Janka 2012; Janka et al. 2016).

Hence, different possible contributions to the amount of energy
required deserve careful consideration. An alternative scenario in-
volves jet production via a magnetorotational mechanism during
CC (LeBlanc & Wilson 1970; see also Bisnovatyi-Kogan 1971;
Ostriker & Gunn 1971). Although this is unlikely to be the dom-
inant mechanism in all CC SNe (as discussed in Appendix B),
our results suggest that it may be more common than previously
thought.

Different authors (e.g. Khokhlov et al. 1999; Maeda &
Nomoto 2003; Couch et al. 2009) explored the possibility for CC
SNe to be jet driven. However, all these works focused on New-
tonian jets, while a GRB-like central engine would launch a rela-
tivistic jet, which may have different effects on the SN explosion.
An important attempt to unify the zoo of SNe explosions driven
by relativistic jets was carried out by Lazzati et al. (2012). These
authors explored a wide range of durations of the central engine
activity and two compact [with radius (4.1–4.8) × 1010 cm] can-
didate stellar progenitors, while the total energy release was in the
range (0.3–1.0) × 1052 erg. They found that even if the jets are nar-
rowly collimated (they used θ jet = 10◦), their interaction with the
star unbinds the stellar envelope, producing a stellar explosion. In
their simulations, the outcome of the explosion had a strong depen-
dence on the duration of the engine activity, and they identified three
regimes, based on the velocity of the ejecta. Only the longest last-
ing engines (corresponding to te � tb in the notation adopted here)
were associated with successful GRBs. Engines with intermediate
durations (0.5 × tb � te � tb) produced relativistic SNe/llGRBs,
with a lower collimation with respect to long GRBs. Finally, they

concluded that the engines with the shortest durations (te � tb), if
they exist in nature, result in stellar explosions that are dynamically
indistinguishable from ordinary Type Ib/c SNe.

Of course, even if the jet alone manages to reproduce the dynam-
ics of the SN explosion, it is still not the end of the story. In order
to be successful, a SN model should also explain other features (i.e.
the already mentioned asphericity, nucleosynthesis, light curves).
Moreover, these features may vary with (i) the jet’s properties, i.e.
injection time-scale te, power Ljet, opening angle θ jet, composition
(in particular thermal energy and degree of magnetization); (ii) the
envelope’s properties (essentially mass and radius), which reflect in
the breakout time tb. Further investigation is certainly required to
understand if different combinations of these parameters can repro-
duce at least part of the wide variety of the observed events. Finally,
note that the presence of a central engine launching a jet does not
exclude any contribution from other channels, e.g. neutrinos.

4.1.1 The geometry of the explosion

In the most extreme but possible scenario in which all pre-SN stars
produce bipolar jets similar to those powering GRBs, one would
expect an intrinsically asymmetric engine working in all CC SNe.
Due to the interaction with the stellar envelope, jets choked long
before the breakout would produce more spherical blast waves.
Hence, the asymmetry of the CC SN explosion should increase as
te/tb approaches unity or, in the few cases when a GRB is produced,
exceeds unity. Note that the argument below is still valid, or even
reinforced, if the jet’s energy is not dynamically relevant for the
explosions of Type II SNe.

The observations of CC SNe, including both Type Ib/c and Type
II, show abundant evidence of deviations from spherical symmetry.
Wang et al. (2001) first noted a general trend for the asymmetry to
increase with decreasing envelope mass and with increasing depth
within the ejecta. Different authors (e.g. Maeda et al. 2008; Modjaz
et al. 2008b; Wang & Wheeler 2008; Taubenberger et al. 2009; Cano
et al. 2017) have attempted a more comprehensive analysis, show-
ing convincing evidence that all CC SNe from stripped-envelope
stars are at least mildly non-spherical. This asymmetry is generally
more accentuated than in Type II SNe, while Type Ic SNe accompa-
nied by GRBs exhibit the highest degree of asymmetry. Hence, the
observations of CC SN ejecta and their association with long-soft
GRBs seem to be globally consistent with a jet-driven scenario.

4.2 A common progenitor for llGRBs and long-soft GRBs?

In any attempt to identify common features among jet-driven SNe
explosions, llGRBs play a fundamental role as intermediate events
between regular SNe (which we argue may hide a GRB-like jet) and
long GRBs. Since due to their low luminosity they are more difficult
to observe than regular GRBs, only five llGRBs have been clearly
detected to date.7 Different properties of llGRBs with respect to
long GRBs suggest a different emission mechanism. Specifically,
llGRBs may arise from jets that do not manage to break out from
the star, thus failing to power the prompt emission as in long GRBs.
However, if such jets are choked close enough to the surface (i.e. te

� tb), they can still produce a powerful shock breakout.

7 These are GRBs with luminosity �1048 erg s−1 for which a spec-
troscopically associated SN was observed – llGRB/SN: 980425/1998bw,
031203/2003lw, 060218/2006aj, 100316D/2010bh – and the GRB 020903,
which has a photometrically associated SN.
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Nakar & Sari (2012) showed that the properties of relativistic
shock breakouts are indeed in good agreement with the main ob-
servational signatures (typical energy, duration and peak photon
energy) of llGRBs. According to this interpretation, the breakout
radius should be Rext ≈ 1013cm, 2 orders of magnitude larger than
the typical size of the compact progenitors (i.e. Wolf–Rayet stars;
for a review see Crowther 2007). This discrepancy can be explained
if the star suffers strong mass losses prior to explosion, and is there-
fore surrounded by a low-density, extended envelope during the
final stages of its evolution (Margutti et al. 2015; Nakar 2015). Ob-
servations of the SN 2006aj, associated with the llGRB 060218,
support this scenario: the light curve of the SN shows an early peak,
which is likely due to the radiative cooling of an extended envelope
with Rext ∼ 1013 cm and Mext ∼ 0.01 M� (Nakar 2015).

If there is an extended, low-density mass shell surrounding the
star, the minimum engine working time needed to drive a successful
GRB is significantly longer than the usual result for compact pro-
genitors, which is tb ∼ 10–15 s (e.g. Bromberg et al. 2011b, 2015).
As discussed in Appendix C, for a hydrodynamic jet propagating
through an envelope with a flat density profile one finds

tb ∼ 67

(
Liso

1051 erg s−1

)−1/2 (
Rext

1013 cm

)1/2 (
Mext

10−2 M�

)1/2

s,

(25)

where Rext (Mext) is the radius (mass) of the extended envelope,
Liso ≡ Ljetθ

2
jet/2 is the jet’s isotropic luminosity, which is taken as

constant, and θ jet is the jet’s half-opening angle. Note that tb is
shorter than the light crossing time of the star, which is the proper
case when the head of the jet is relativistic.

Since the jet is more easily choked if there is a low-density,
extended envelope surrounding the star, Nakar (2015) suggested
that the absence of such an envelope could make the difference
between a llGRB and a long GRB. According to this interpretation,
the duration te of the central engine is similar for both llGRB and
long GRBs, but the envelope is not present in the latter case. Hence,
the breakout time for long GRBs would be tb ∼ 10–15 s, significantly
shorter than the result of equation (25), and the jet manages more
easily to break out from the star.

Our results suggest a different possible interpretation: fitting the
duration distribution of long GRBs we find tb ∼ 60 s, which is a
factor ∼4–6 larger than the usual result for compact progenitors
(which would correspond to tb ∼ 10–15 s in the rest frame of
the star, with a weak dependence on the stellar parameters; e.g.
Bromberg et al. 2011b). Interestingly, given the uncertainties on
all the parameters in equation (25), a breakout time of tb ∼ 60
s is consistent with that inferred from the properties of llGRBs
progenitors. Hence, the progenitors of both long-soft and llGRBs
may be surrounded by low-mass, extended envelopes. According
to this interpretation, the duration of the central engine, te, makes
the main difference between llGRBs (corresponding to te < tb) and
long GRBs (corresponding to te > tb), while tb is similar for both
the classes. Finally, note that the breakout time depends only on the
product Mext Rext; hence, different combinations of the envelope’s
mass and radius can still result in the same tb.

5 C O N C L U S I O N S

In the framework of the collapsar scenario, we have explored the
possibility that SNe that do not produce a long-soft GRB also pos-
sess a jet which is choked inside the star. Our conclusions are
summarized below.

5.1 Summary of the phenomenological model

We have found that the duration distribution of long-soft GRBs
can be reproduced using a simple phenomenological model starting
from two minimal assumptions: (i) there is a single jet-breakout time
valid for all SNe, tb = t̂b (equation 9); (ii) the probability distribution
of the central engine activity time, te, is given by equation (13):

pe (te) ∝ t−α
e for te > tmin,

where tmin < tb and α are parameters of the model. This assumption
is motivated by the shape of the observed GRB duration distribution
at durations longer than tb and by avoiding the introduction of
an additional parameter whose value, to result in a distribution
that qualitatively differs from the power-law assumption, would
require an undesirable and arbitrary fine-tuning, i.e. would require
the breakout time and the typical central engine activity time, which
are presumably unrelated, to be comparable.

Using the relation tγ = te − tb, where tγ is the GRB duration
in the proper frame of the star, we find that these assumptions can
indeed provide a good fit to the observed GRB duration distribution.
Equation (16) gives our best-fitting values

t̂b = 57+13
−10 s α = 4.2+0.6

−0.5,

where t̂b is measured in the proper frame of the star. We expect our
results to be fairly robust against selection effects (see the discussion
in Appendix A). Below we summarize the potential implications of
these results for llGRBs, long-soft GRBs and Type Ib/c SNe.

5.2 Implications

5.2.1 Gamma-ray burst progenitors

In the collapsar scenario, long-soft GRBs correspond to jets with
te > tb that manage to break out of the star and power the prompt
gamma-ray emission at times tb < t < te. Instead, jets that are
‘choked’ close enough to the surface (i.e. those in the regime te

� tb) do not produce any prompt gamma-ray emission. However,
these jets still produce a powerful, quasi-spherical shock breakout
which can be responsible for the observed emission of llGRBs.

Modelling their properties as shock breakouts, Nakar & Sari
(2012) suggested llGRBs to be surrounded by an envelope which
is 2 orders of magnitude more extended than the typical size of
Wolf–Rayet stars, and is possibly due to strong mass losses prior to
explosion. This result was further confirmed by modelling the early
light curve of the SN 2006aj (associated with the llGRB 060218),
in which case one finds Rext ∼ 3 × 1013 cm (Mext ∼ 0.01 M�) for
the radius (mass) of the envelope (Nakar 2015).

Our inferred breakout time for long-soft GRBs (t̂b ∼ 60 s in the
proper frame of the star) is unusually large for hydrogen-stripped
progenitors, and suggests the presence of an extended, low-density
envelope surrounding the pre-SN star. Hence, both llGRBs and long-
soft GRBs may be consistent with similar envelope properties.

Despite large uncertainties, the volumetric rate of llGRBs ap-
pears to be a factor ≈10 larger than for long GRBs (e.g. Soderberg
et al. 2006; Guetta & Della Valle 2007). Due to the steepness of the
central engine time distribution, using a power-law model (pe ∝ t−α

e

with α ∼ 4.2) such an increase by a factor of 10 can be achieved
if llGRBs are produced from a relatively narrow range of engine
activity, namely 0.5 < te/tb < 1. Interestingly, in their simulations,
Lazzati et al. (2012) found these intermediate class explosions to
occur for 0.6 < te/tb < 1 or 0.45 < te/tb < 1, depending on the total
energy released in the jet.
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Figure 2. Sketch of the outlined physical picture. Times are given in the proper frame of the star, and we use a logarithmic scale on both axes. The time
distribution of the central engines is a steep power law, pe ∝ t−α

e with α ∼ 4.2. Jets launched by the longest lasting engines (te > tb) break out of the star and
power the prompt gamma-ray emission of long-soft GRBs, lasting for tγ = te − tb. Engines with intermediate durations (0.5 � te/tb < 1, i.e. the jet is choked
close to the surface) do not produce any prompt emission, while they correspond to powerful shock breakouts which can reproduce the properties of llGRBs.
If pe is extrapolated down to shorter times, all the other jets (0.2 � te/tb � 0.5) deposit their energy deep into the star, and may significantly contribute to the
explosion of regular SNe Ib/c. Extending pe down to te/tb ∼ 0.5, one would reproduce the rate of broad-lined SNe, which make up a fraction �10 per cent
of all Type Ib/c (e.g. Guetta & Della Valle 2007; Drout et al. 2011). The fact that broad-lined SNe could correspond to choked jets was indeed proposed by
Modjaz et al. (2016).

5.2.2 Type Ib/c supernovae

At central engine activity times te longer than the breakout time
tb, the central engine activity time distribution is extremely steep,
pe ∝ t−α

e with α ∼ 4.2. Therefore, if this power-law distribution
is extrapolated and assumed to be valid down to durations of
tmin ∼ 0.2 × tb, the total rate of engines launching bipolar jets
would be comparable to that of all Type Ib/c SNe. Hence, it is
tempting to conclude that fjet ∼ 1 (i.e. most, or even all, SNe Ib/c
have a central engine launching GRB-like jets), while only a small
fraction (fout ∼ 10−2) of these jets manage to break out and power
the prompt gamma-ray emission typical of GRBs. If this is the case,
regular SNe would correspond to te � tb, i.e. to jets choked long
before the breakout.

Indeed, while all values in the range 0.01 � fjet � 1 are in
principle possible, we argued throughout the paper that to avoid
fine-tuning of presumably unrelated quantities and in absence of
further information the most natural value might be fjet � 1. Such
a scenario is also supported by (i) the increasing number of objects
with intermediate properties between regular Type Ib/c SNe and
long-soft GRBs (see e.g. Margutti et al. 2014); (ii) in particular, the
existence of SNe without an associated GRB, which still show the
signs of a jet’s activity (e.g. Granot & Ramirez-Ruiz 2004; Mazzali
et al. 2005; Paragi et al. 2010). Our final physical picture is sketched
in Fig. 2.

If most of Type Ib/c SNe have a GRB-like central engine, in
the vast majority of cases the jets do not break out and instead
deposit their energy into the star through pdV work by the hot,
high-pressure cocoon that they inflate while propagating inside the
star at t < te � tb. Interestingly, there are three fundamental energy
scales which are comparable in all these events, namely: (i) the
total energy in GRB jets, Ejet ∼ 1049–1052 erg; (ii) the total energy
released by CC SNe, ESN ∼ 1050–1052 erg; (iii) the binding energy

(excluding the iron core) of pre-SN stars, Ub ∼ (0.1–2.5) × 1051

erg. Hence, jets that deposit at least part of their energy into the
star may contribute significantly to the total energy associated with
regular SN explosions. Moreover, if fjet ∼ 1, this effect is potentially
relevant for all Type Ib/c SNe. Such a contribution is particularly
interesting since the more popular neutrino-driven mechanism faces
several difficulties in reproducing the observations (see for example
Papish et al. 2015).

A jet-driven scenario would naturally predict that all SNe explo-
sions are intrinsically non-spherical due to the presence of a central
engine launching bipolar jets, and that the observed asymmetry in-
creases as te/tb approaches unity (or even exceeds it, in the rare
cases when the jet breaks out and produces a GRB associated with
the SN). This is in broad agreement with the trend for the asym-
metry of the SNe explosions to increase with decreasing envelope
mass and with the depth within the ejecta (Wang et al. 2001).

Our results have been confirmed by the subsequent analysis of
Petropoulou, Barniol Duran & Giannios (2017). These authors
showed that the time distribution and the luminosity function of
long-soft GRBs can be included into a coherent picture: the broken
power-law luminosity function is due to the fact that less luminous
jets are more easily chocked due to their longer breakout time (see
the dependence of tb on the jet’s luminosity in equation (25)). They
also found a long breakout time, consistent with an extended enve-
lope surrounding the progenitors of long-soft GRBs, and showed
the rate of central engines depositing ∼1051 erg into the envelope
to be comparable with that of Type Ib/c SNe.

5.3 Future prospects

Directions for future work include a detailed study of how differ-
ent combinations of envelope properties (i.e. mass and radius) and
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engine durations affect (i) the light curve of the SN; (ii) their pos-
sible association to long-soft GRBs. Further investigation, possibly
including the nucleosynthesis and/or the impact of the magnetic
fields, is required to understand if the outlined scenario can actually
induce at least part of the wide variety of observed events.

If this is the case, then studying the features of CC SNe explosions
could be a unique opportunity to constrain the properties of GRB
jets as well. For example, the study of the geometry of CC SNe
explosions can also provide some hints about the jet’s composition.
In the context of Newtonian jets, Couch et al. (2009) realized that
in jet-driven Type II SNe the thermal energy of the jet needs to
dominate over the kinetic energy to avoid explosions that are much
more asymmetric than inferred from observations. Hence, under the
hypotheses that CC SNe have central engines launching bipolar jets,
this result (derived for Newtonian jets) suggests that the geometry
of the explosions may also provide important constraints on the
composition of relativistic jets.

Different authors (e.g. Fruchter et al. 2006; Svensson et al. 2010)
found that long GRBs are far more concentrated on the very bright-
est regions of their host galaxies than CC SNe, and the host galax-
ies of the long GRBs are significantly fainter and more irregular.
Moreover, long GRBs prefer lower metallicity hosts than broad-
lined Type Ic SNe; this cannot be explained by the anticorrelation
between star formation rate and metallicity, indicating a genuine
aversion of the GRB progenitors towards metal-rich environments
(Modjaz et al. 2008a; Graham & Fruchter 2013). Together these re-
sults suggest that long GRBs are associated with the most massive,
metal-poor stars. If a significant fraction of Type Ib/c SNe have
central engines launching relativistic jets, the fact that successful
GRBs are biased towards the longest te (and shortest tb) could shed
light on some fundamental physics, going beyond the purely phe-
nomenological scheme adopted here. For example, one could still
assume a narrow tb distribution as we have done throughout this
paper, and speculate that te is correlated (anticorrelated) with the
mass (metallicity) of the progenitor star. Hence, the mass of the star
would be one of the fundamental physical parameters shaping the
activity time distribution of the central engines.
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APPENDIX A : FITTING THE G RB TIME
D I S T R I BU T I O N

To attack the problem we model the time distribution of collapsars
through our equation (15), while we assume a lognormal distribution
for non-collapsar objects. Specifically, we use

Pγ,tot = fncPγ,nc + (1 − fnc) Pγ,c, (A1)

where fnc is the fraction of non-collapsar objects in the sample and

Pγ,nc

(
Tγ

) = 1

Tγ σ
√

2π
e− (ln Tγ −μ)2

2σ2 , (A2)

Pγ,c

(
Tγ

) = α − 1

T̂b

(
1 + Tγ

T̂b

)−α

, (A3)

are the separate contributions of non-collapsars and collapsars, re-
spectively. Hence, we eventually fit the observed GRB time distri-
bution with five parameters (note that we are using one parameter
less than previous models; e.g. Bromberg et al. 2013).

Our job is to constrain the five free parameters of our model (M)
based on the data (D). In particular, we seek the posterior probability
distribution P(M|D). By Bayes’ theorem, P(M|D) is proportional to
P(D|M) × P(M), where P(M) is our prior on M. Here, we use
flat priors on all the parameters.8 The likelihood P(D|M) can be
calculated as

log [P (D|M)] =
∑
GRB

log
[
Pγ,tot

(
Tγ

)]
, (A4)

where we sum over all the measured GRB durations. The observed
GRB duration Tγ is taken to be T90, i.e. the time over which the
central 90 per cent of the photon counts from the GRB are measured.

The main advantages of using a Bayesian approach are that (i)
it results in a complete understanding of the posterior probability
distribution; (ii) the fit is independent of any (arbitrary) binning of
the data.

8 We checked that the choice of the priors has a small impact on the results.
For example, using flat priors on the logarithms of the parameters changes
their best-fitting values by �5 per cent, which is well within uncertainties.

Table A1. Best-fitting parameters for the GRB time distribution.

α T̂b (s) fnc μ σ

4.2+0.6
−0.5 170+40

−30 0.07+0.01
−0.01 −1.3+0.3

−0.2 1.0+0.3
−0.2

Specifically, we fit our model to the data using a MCMC simu-
lation. We use the affine invariant ensemble sampler developed by
Goodman & Weare (2010). This algorithm has been modified and
improved before being released as the publicly available PYTHON

module EMCEE by Foreman-Mackey et al. (2013).
The values of the parameters and their uncertainties (associated

with 68 per cent probability contours of the marginalized probability
distributions) are given in Table A1. In particular, we predict a
fraction fnc = 7 ± 1 per cent of the GRBs in the Swift sample to
be non-collapsars. According to our model, there is a 50 per cent
probability for a GRB to be have a collapsar origin when Tγ ≈
0.8 s, in agreement with previous results for Swift GRBs (Bromberg
et al. 2013).

We checked a posteriori the validity of our fit using the χ2 test.
Only at this point, the binning of the data is required. For simplicity
we use equally spaced logarithmic bins, with 	log10(Tγ ) = 0.2. As-
suming a Poissonian variance in each bin, we find a χ2/DOF = 1.3
with 16 degrees of freedom, corresponding to a p-value p = 0.16.
The size of the bins does not change the global result of the test (we
typically find χ2/DOF ≈ 1.0–1.5).

A1 Selection effects

In principle, since longer GRBs are generally less luminous, one
may wonder whether the decline of the GRB duration distribution
at Tγ � T̂b is partially due to the sensitivity of the detector. In
particular, some of the longest GRBs may be either (i) missing,
because they are too faint to be detected, or (ii) classified as shorter
ones, since only part of their light curve is luminous enough (e.g.
some early/late pulses may be missing or too dim to be included in
T90). Below we discuss these two effects in turn.

The first effect is mitigated by the fact that the longest GRBs
emit most of their radiation during a small fraction (typically
�5 per cent; Butler, Bloom & Poznanski 2010) of the activity time.
Hence, most of them manage to trigger the Swift BAT detector and
the final correction is likely modest (Butler et al. 2010, see their
fig. 2).

The second effect is harder to quantify. Since it moves GRBs
from longer to shorter durations, then as a tentative approach we
model the effect of the detector sensitivity by an exponential cut-
off, exp (−Tγ /Tcutoff), on the time distribution of collapsar GRBs,
Pγ ,c(Tγ ). Note that, since equation (A3) should be still normalized
to unity, the predicted number of GRBs with Tγ � Tcutoff increases
(so this indeed mimics the effect of moving GRBs from longer to
shorter durations). In general, the fit becomes worse while decreas-
ing Tcutoff, and already when Tcutoff ∼ 800 s we find χ2/DOF ∼ 3 for
the best fit. Since the relevant parameters change by �10 per cent
(well within error bars) for Tcutoff � 800 s, we expect our final results
to be fairly robust against these uncertainties.

APPENDI X B: O N THE POSSI BLE EXTENS IO N
TO TY PE II SN E

Our constraints on fjet are strictly valid only for the Type Ib/c SNe
considered so far. However, in the context of the collapsar model
for long GRBs, it was soon realized that the lack of hydrogen is
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necessary to avoid most of the jet’s energy being dissipated well
within the star (MacFadyen & Woosley 1999). Hence, it may seem
natural to extend our results to the entire class of CC SNe, in-
cluding Type II. If this is actually the case, then the presence of
a larger envelope (corresponding to a breakout time significantly
longer than what we estimate here) would be the only reason why
we are not observing any Type II SN associated with a GRB. Inter-
estingly, the possibility for some Type II SNe to be engine-driven
has been explored both observationally (e.g. for the SN 2010jp;
Smith et al. 2012) and theoretically (e.g. Chevalier 2012). Finally,
the fact that Type II SNe may be surrounded by dense circumstellar
material (e.g. Yaron et al. 2017) further strengthen this conjecture.

Note that our main argument, which is based on the ratio of
the GRB to the Type Ib/c SNe rates, can be extended with small
modifications to include the entire CC SNe sample. For example,
using the rate of all CC SNe (instead of Type Ib/c only) the result
of equation (23) with fjet = 1 becomes tmin/t̂b = 0.17+0.11

−0.06.
However, the assumption that fjet ∼ 1 also for Type II SNe raises

a few questions. Based on our current state of knowledge launching
a powerful enough jet seems to require (i) a rapid rotation and (ii)
strong magnetic fields. In principle, the magnetorotational instabil-
ity could provide large magnetic fields quite ubiquitously in CC
SNe explosions (see e.g. Akiyama et al. 2003). However, for this
mechanism to result in jets strong enough to help powering the SN
explosion, a very fast rotation of the stellar iron core is required, in
which case the alpha-omega dynamo may dominate the magnetic
field amplification. This is in tension with the general predictions
of stellar evolution models (e.g. Heger et al. 2004).9

Hence, at the moment it seems unlikely for jets to be present
in most Type II SNe. However, nature shows that the presence of
jets is, quite unexplainably, ubiquitous in astrophysical objects, and
their launching mechanism is still largely unclear. We might be
surprised once again. In the following, we will sometimes refer to
the broad family of CC SNe. However, one should keep in mind
that our results strictly apply only to Type Ib/c SNe.

A P P E N D I X C : PRO PAG AT I O N O F T H E J E T I N
A LOW-MASS, EXTENDED ENVELOPE

If the GRB’s progenitor star is surrounded by a low-mass, extended
envelope, then the propagation through such an envelope would

9 Note that these models usually focus on Type II SNe, while the evolution
of Type Ib/c progenitors, which likely involve a strongly interacting binary
stellar system, is more uncertain (see e.g. Smartt 2009).

dominate the breakout time of the relativistic jet launched by the
central engine. While in the inner parts of the star the jet is colli-
mated (i.e. cylindrical) and its head is at most mildly relativistic,
when the jet enters the low-density, extended envelope it becomes
uncollimated (i.e. conical) and propagates relativistically.

To calculate the breakout time we follow the framework devel-
oped by Bromberg et al. (2011b). The velocity of the jet’s head
through the star is

βh = (
1 + L̃−1/2

)−1
, (C1)

where L̃ = Ljet/jetρextc
3. Here, ρext is the density of the envelope

just in front of the jet’s head, while Ljet and jet are the luminosity
and the cross-section, respectively, of a symmetric, double-sided
jet (note that L̃ ∝ Ljet/jet is the same for a one-sided jet). This
corresponds to a breakout time of

tb =
∫ Rext

0

dz

βhc
(1 − βh) =

∫ Rext

0

dz

c
L̃−1/2. (C2)

The jet propagating in the envelope can be approximated as con-
ical, and to maintain a constant half-opening angle θ jet. In this case,
the cross-section holds jet = 2πθ2

jet z2, where z is the distance from
the star’s centre. Assuming a power-law density profile (ρext ∝ z−α)
we get a breakout time for the envelope

tb = 67f (α)

(
Ljet,iso

1051 erg s−1

)−1/2 (
Rext

1013 cm

)1/2

×
(

Mext

0.01 M�

)1/2

s, (C3)

where f (α) = 4
4−α

( 3−α
3 )1/2, and Rext (Mext) is the envelope’s radius

(mass). The numeric coefficient is given for f(0) = 1, but it changes
by �15 per cent in the range 0 < α < 2 (77 s for α = 2).
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